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Some place in this "broad land of ours, snow is on the ground-— icicles on the

window—and chilly winds whistle down the chimney. But regardless of weather —

east, west, north, south—a lot of us are making spring plans right now. In fact,

if you are going to do any "building this spring, I'm sure you are already putting

your plans down on paper.

So today—without wasting any time—I'm going to tell you about a new "bulle-

tin that may give you some more ideas* This new bulletin is a"oout closets—and cup-

boards—and cabinets—and all kinds of other storage arrangements for a house.

The title of this "bulletin is "Closets and Storage Spaces." It comes from

the U. S. Department of Agriculture. And you can get a free copy by writing to

the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Uashington, D. C.

So much for the facts about the bulletin. Now just a word ahout the facts

in "Closets and Storage Spaces."

As I looked over the table of contents of this bulletin, it struck me that

here was certainly a representative list of storage facilities anyone would want.

The bulletin starts off with clothes closets—ends up with an out-of-door closet for

storing garden tools and play equipment. Plans for all the closets are meant to be

patterns - patterns to help you whether you are "building a new house or remodelling

an old one.

Now, since I can't possibly describe every closet in the bulletin to you,

I'd like to give you some of the highlights of the section on kitchen storage . I
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think this is one of the most helpful parts of the whole "bulletin.

According to the Bureau of Home Economics of the U. S. Department of Agri-

culture,— "One of the goals of kitchen planning is to cut down the number of steps

you need to take in performing routine tasks."

Well, that idea of step saving strikes the keynote of the kitchen storage

arrangement shown in this "bulletin. The kitchen illustrated is divided into work

centers. And at each work center, all the supplies and all the equipment needed

for one kind of kitchen work are grouped together.

In any kitchen there are at least four \7ork centers. One is the food-

preparation center—one is the cooking center—one is the serving center—and one

is the di shwashing center.

In the compact arrangement shown in this "bulletin—three of the work centers

are located near the sink. It's the dishwashing center, naturally. The right

drainboard is also the food-preparation center. And the left drainboard is also

the serving center.

The drainboards that flank the sink are smooth surface table tops that are

easy to work on. Above and below each drainboard, there is a kitchen cabinet.

These four cabinets provide storage space for the three kinds of kitchen work done

at this sink unit—dishwashing—food preparation—and serving.

For example, the staple groceries, such as soda, and baking powder, and

flour, are stored in the cabinet above the right drainboard where the food is pre-

pared. The cooking utensils are stored in the cabinet below this same drainboard.

The left drainboard is the serving center—where you put those final

touches on food before it goes to the table. So all the utensils needed for serv-

ing are stored in the cabinets above and below the left drainboard.

The natural way for washing dishes—is from right to left. That is, you





stack the dishes on the right and drain them on the left. So the logical place to

store dishes that you wash each meal is above the left drainboard.

I can't possibly tell you all the details of this kitchen storage arrange-

ment—but the rest of it is planned just as carefully—with utensils and supplies

stored where they will be the most convenient to get to when they are needed.

Cabinets are the most satisfactory for storing kitchen things. It doesn't

matter whether they are built-in or ready-made. Cabinets above the work surface

are most convenient if they are fitted with shelves . Below the \vork surface,

cabinets are usually easier to use if they are fitted with drawers . But since

shelves are much less expensive to build, many homemakers prefer to save on ex-

pense, and use shelves throughout all kitchen cabinets. If possible, shelves

should be made adjustable to avoid wasting space.

I could go on and on about the kitchen storage arrangements suggested in the

bulletin. I haven't even mentioned the closet shown here for the kitchen with a

coal or wood range—where you store utensils in the top , and fuel in the bottom of

the same closet.

But since I haven't time to tell you all the rest, I suggest you write in

for a bulletin yourself if you are interested. The title of the bulletin is

"Closets and Storage Spaces", Farmers' Bulletin 1865 of the U, S. Department of

Agriculture. You may get a free copy by writing to the U. S. Department of Agri-

culture, Washington, D. C.
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